Debit card receipt template

Protect your customers, and your business, with JotForm. Whether you’re selling products, providing services, accepting donations, or collecting rent payments, our PDF Receipt Templates help you track payments with ease. Simply match an online form to your choice of PDF Receipt Templates to instantly convert submissions into secure,
personalized PDF receipts. Then you can email or print the receipts for your customers, or download and save them for your own records.If you’re working with online payments, cash payments, donations, or deliveries — we’ve got you covered.Businesses both big and small can benefit from Jotform’s PDF Receipt Templates. Landlords can protect
their tenants and themselves by documenting rent and deposit payments. Charities and nonprofits can generate donation receipts for donors, which are easily customized to include relevant information for tax returns. Field service professionals — like taxi drivers, mobile mechanics, delivery drivers, etc. — can generate stunning receipts on any
device, which are then instantly emailed to customers with our autoresponder feature.But your receipts won’t just function well — they’ll look good too. Jotform PDF Editor makes template customization fun. Why not add your company logo to give the receipts a professional touch? You can easily drag and drop form fields, add tax to payments, or use
an e-signature widget to have customers sign off on the transaction. Once you’ve finished your unique design, you’ll have a stunning template which automatically converts each and every purchase or donation into a personalized PDF receipt. It’s that simple! Create a receipt fast, and include important details like addresses, line items, totals, taxes,
and terms and conditions. Save time and money by using one of the 100+ free receipt designs. Create and send receipts easily for free. Use this form to add purchase order numbers, unit prices, and quantities to keep your documents organized. Easily download, print, and email your receipts as PDFs. Save and store your documents conveniently.
Page 2 If you’ve ever bought something and wish you hadn’t, you’ll know why receipts are so important. They give customers the power to prove they’ve paid for something, and they give businesses the ability to prove goods or services have been rendered.As a business owner, or any process manager for that matter, you know just how important it is
to streamline the receipts process and have a better handle on what’s going in and out of your organizations In this article, we’ll provide our own receipts template, showcase different use cases, and explain how you can use it effectively.Get the templateWhat is a receipts template?A sales receipt gets issued by vendors and service providers to
customers and serves as proof of payment. You probably get at least 10 receipts a day from various stores. But even B2B (business-to-business) transactions and deals rely on receipts to maintain a paper trail.A receipt template is a pre-built receipt that business owners and individuals can customize to fit a variety of transactions. After all, receipts
can take many shapes — including email or print receipts for card or cash payments. But you might also get a PDF receipt or even a basic Microsoft Word document.A receipt template typically includes basic fields to collect important information about these transactions, like date, subtotal, taxes, unit price, company details, information about each
sale, and more. One benefit of a receipt template is the ability to use embedded formulas, so you don’t manually have to calculate things like value-added tax — we’ll cover a few more reasons why you should use a receipt template next.(Image Source)Why use receipts templates?You should use receipts templates because they help you save time,
simplify accounting, and set your business up for growth.With the help of a receipts template, you can drastically reduce the amount of time you spend filling out customer receipts because all of the structure and recurring content have already been taken care of.Templates also help standardize your receipts and help your accounting team with their
tax filings. The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) requires you to show documentation of certain expenses, and it recommends small businesses keep all gross receipts. This includes cash register tapes, deposit information from cash and credit sales, receipt books, petty cash slips, and invoices. Using an online template makes it easier for a distributed
team of accountants — like between offices — to coordinate and get their numbers right.Microsoft Word or Google Docs receipt templates are great, but they can be hard to manage at scale. A Work OS that offers workflow automations and can tag each receipt as it comes in can help you take back control of your bookkeeping. But we’ll get to that in
just a minute.What are some examples of receipts templates?There are many different kinds of receipts — and just as many free receipt templates with varying template designs. But to help you wrap your head around the basics, we’ll walk you through a few of the most common receipt templates you’re likely to need when doing business.Cash
receipt templateA cash receipt is one of the most basic receipt types. It’s just a printed acknowledgment that shows the amount of cash — or cash equivalent — that was received during a transaction. Generally speaking, there will be two copies issued at the point of sale — one for the customer and one for the seller or vendor.This type of template
includes a blank space for you to enter the name of the product or service sold, the price sold for, and any relevant taxes paid. You’ll also normally find spaces to include information about your business — like its name and address — how the transaction was paid for — like cash or credit card — and the date of sale.(Image Source)Bills of lading
templatesA bill of lading is a legal document that gets issued by a carrier to a shipping company. It spells out the quantity, type, and destination of the goods that will be carried. Rather than a traditional cash receipt, a bill of lading can also serve as a contract between a shipper and a carrier. It’s designed to prevent theft — and to carry any legal
weight, it needs to be signed by the carrier, shipper, and receiving party in a transaction.Bill of lading templates normally include fields for recipient information, parcel details, any shipping tracking numbers, and delivery company identifiers. You should also have a place to leave any detailed notes or special instructions for the delivery, as well as a
statement of liability and a spot for all parties to sign.Gross receipt templatesA gross receipt is a form normally used for tax purposes. It shows all of the income you’ve received from your business — detailing the sources of that income and the amounts paid. Supporting documentation will often include your cash register tapes, receipt books, or
deposit information.Many state tax authorities have their own gross receipt templates for business owners to complete on either a monthly or quarterly basis.(Image Source)Rent receipt templatesA rent receipt is a remittance slip that landlords or property rental companies issue to tenants as proof that rent payments have been received. A rent
receipt serves as a record for both the landlord and tenant that the service has been rendered and paid for in full.Every rent receipt template varies in terms of complexity and the amount of information included. But the basics are the name and address of the landlord and tenant, a description of the amount owed and paid, dates issued and paid, and
payment method used.monday.com’s receipt templateAre you looking for a clean and automated way to stay on top of all your company’s receipts? monday.com has the solution for you. Bridge the gap between departments with a single unified receipts template, and create custom automations that make your accounting team’s job a whole lot easier.
With monday.com’s receipt template, it allows you to easily monitor your accounts receivable and track all your invoices in real-time using one dynamic dashboard.You can also set up your own custom columns to keep track of the data that matters to you — whether it’s payment dates, customer names, invoice number, amount due, amount paid,
project tags, who issues the expense, and everything in between.Best of all, our receipt template lets you leverage the full power of our Work OS — over 34 customizable column types, more than 11 different ways to visualize data, custom automations, and more. For example, you can set up an automated workflow for following up on any overdue
invoices or late receipts.Plus, more than 37 integrations mean you can really streamline your workflow. You can, for example, automatically generate receipts for payments that come through Stripe.Get the templateRelated templatesIn this section, we’ll explore some related templates that can help you with your accounting efforts.Expense tracking
templatemonday.com’s expense tracking template is a natural complement to our receipt template. It gives business owners a real-time view of every aspect of a company’s financials. You can use it to forecast how your existing overheads and team expenses are going to affect wider projects — enabling you to proactively strategize and steer clear of
any financial icebergs out there on the horizon.Budget tracker templateOur budget tracker template is all about helping you plan your financial resources smarter. The budget tracking template helps you create dynamic financial models that illustrate how your expenses are compared against your budget — with real-time updates and 100%
customization based on your finances and where you want your team to focus its spending.Get the templateFAQs about receipt templatesHow can I make my own receipt?It’s relatively straightforward to create your own receipt. The best idea is to start with a template — like ours — but there are many free receipt templates and generators on the
web you can use.No matter how you’re making your receipt, every receipt you issue should include:The number, date, and time of the purchaseInvoice number or receipt numberThe number of items purchased and price totalsThe name and location of the business the items have been bought fromAny tax chargedThe method of paymentA return
policyYou should then print the receipt or send a digital copy to your customer and ask for confirmation the receipt has been received.Does Word have a receipt template?Yes, Microsoft Word has templates for receipts and invoice sheets you can customize — with more than 100 online invoice templates for Word alone.Just be aware this can be a
relatively manual process in Word, and you’ve got to be very careful to ensure you’re storing all of these digital receipts in a logical and organized way. Similarly, Microsoft Excel also offers a variety of free receipt templates, but they can be a bit clunky to work with.Plus, since you have to manually update them and share them with your team
members, there’s a delay in adoption. A live receipts template means your team is always on the same page. With a platform like monday.com, you can also track all incoming and outgoing receipts, giving you a real-time view of your income and expenses.
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